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Abstract Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) has
gained momentum in recent years as an effective tool to
provide Quality of Service (QoS) in a variety of networks.
This has in turn created active interest in the area of re-
covery in MPLS based networks. A number of recovery
schemes for MPLS domains have been proposed in recent
years. However, the current schemes lack support for re-
covery in dynamic network topologies. In this paper, a new
flexible signaling protocol for LSP rerouting in dynamic
network environments is introduced. The signaling proto-
col recovers from node and link failures reactively, taking
a local approach to LSP reestablishment. The performance
of the signaling protocol is evaluated through simulations.
Results indicate that the protocol can effectively and effi-
ciently handle rerouting in dynamic networks with a low
protocol signaling overhead as compared to contemporary
MPLS rerouting protocols. This would enable the MPLS
based IP-QoS support mechanisms to extend to dynamic
network topologies.
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1 Introduction

Next generation communication networks are migrating to-
wards a unified network architecture where both wired and
wireless network segments will co-exist. This is accompa-
nied by the growing demand on networks to provide QoS,
due to the rise in popularity of real time and multimedia ap-
plications. Future networks should accommodate a variety of
services, cater to different traffic types, provide support for
user mobility, and still be able to guarantee QoS. Hence, there
is a growing need for end-to-end QoS mechanisms with mo-
bility support to address the requirements of heterogeneous
network environments.

The wireless segments in the next generation networks are
likely to be based on multi-hop ad-hoc or infrastructure-less
networks. The ad-hoc networking concept brings a multitude
of unique challenges to be addressed at various layers;
wireless channel access, routing, and topology management
to name a few. Unlike wired networks, mobile nodes in
an ad-hoc network are usually distributed over a given
geographical region. This prevents direct communication
between all source-destination pairs. Therefore, mobile
nodes in ad hoc networks must be able to act as relay nodes
to enable end-to-end communication. Also, in wired net-
works, paths once established, hardly change. On the other
hand in mobile networks, calculated routes have limited
lifespan since the network connection structure changes
due to nodal mobility. The topological changes affect the
resource availability directly. Further, wireless resources and
topological connectivity are even harder to track accurately
because of the nature and transmission effects associated
with the shared wireless media. Consequently, adhering to
the negotiated QoS guarantees is even more challenging
than in static network topologies. The QoS mechanisms for
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next generation architectures have to take into account these
factors in order to be effective.

MPLS [1], with its Traffic Engineering (TE) [2] capa-
bilities has emerged as a powerful tool to provide QoS
support in MPLS enabled networks. MPLS uses the label-
swapping paradigm to provide high speed packet switching
over various types of networks, including IP [3], ATM [4]
and Frame Relay [5]. The basic principle involves assigning
short labels with local significance to packets at the input
of an MPLS domain. This assignment is done by an ingress
router known as the Label Edge Router (LER). A group of
packets with similar requirements form a forwarding equiv-
alence class (FEC) [1]. Every packet with the same FEC is
assigned the same label and given the same forwarding treat-
ment. The intermediate routers, known as the Label Switched
Routers (LSR), map the incoming labels to the outgoing la-
bels and the outgoing interface. This mapping information is
maintained in tables created during path setup. In this way,
traffic flows in an MPLS path known as a Label Switched
Path (LSP). LSPs created using MPLS can also be used to
deliver packets across multiple network segments, each with
potentially different underlying technologies, making them
suitable for next generation network architectures.

We propose to use MPLS as a means to seamlessly extend
QoS guarantees into mobile wireless network segments. It is
thus worth exploring how the MPLS technology traditionally
designed for wired networks with static topologies can be ap-
plied to dynamic networks. In such a scenario, MPLS will
provide a QoS signaling framework to complement existing
routing protocols for both wired and wireless mobile net-
works. Hence, the implementation of future network archi-
tectures would be associated with the need of MPLS to sup-
port mobile wireless networks with dynamic topologies. This
would enable the benefits of MPLS traffic control and service
differentiation to extend to next generation architectures.

Many new routing protocols [6] have been proposed in lit-
erature to address the special requirement of handling nodal
mobility in ad-hoc networks. On-demand or reactive routing,
and source routing are some of the techniques employed at
the routing layer of ad-hoc networks. Dynamic Source Rout-
ing (DSR) [7] protocol is a very important flagship ad-hoc
on-demand routing protocol based on source routing. It is
worth mentioning here that another significant advantage of
the label switching approach used in MPLS is the ability to
provide efficient source routing. In MPLS, the source route
is encoded in the labels themselves, alleviating the need for
data packets to carry the source route explicitly as in con-
ventional IP source routing. Hence, MPLS can also provide
additional benefits of efficiency when used with source rout-
ing protocols in dynamic networks.

MPLS control information is distributed via the MPLS
signaling plane. As the most basic form of MPLS signal-
ing, labels must be distributed to all MPLS enabled routers

that are expected to forward data for a specific Forwarding
Equivalence Class (FEC). The Label Distribution Protocol
(LDP) [8] deals with this facet of MPLS signaling. MPLS
Traffic Engineering (MPLS-TE) [2] is a powerful tool which
allows the user traffic to be mapped efficiently to the avail-
able network resources. Although no label signaling protocol
is imposed by MPLS standards, two signaling protocols for
MPLS traffic engineering have been developed, namely CR-
LDP [9] and RSVP-TE [10]. A detailed comparison between
these two protocols is presented in [11]. Both protocols es-
sentially provide control mechanisms for setup, tear down,
and maintenance of LSPs. They enable reservation of differ-
ent types of resources in order to satisfy the traffic constraints
of various flows.

Recent research in MPLS signaling has focused on im-
proving techniques for recovery in MPLS domains. How-
ever, the proposed solutions mainly based on the CR-LDP
[9] and RSVP-TE [10] signaling framework or extensions
thereof, are geared toward wired networks. As discussed
earlier, QoS provisioning in dynamic networks is a non triv-
ial problem. Hence, MPLS recovery techniques assume even
greater significance in dynamic networks, and form the fo-
cus of our research. As will become evident in Section 2,
contemporary MPLS recovery techniques are not suitable
for dynamic networks as they don’t account for nodal mo-
bility. Additionally, there is no efficient way of migrating
these techniques to make them more suitable for highly dy-
namic network topologies. Hence, new approaches to MPLS
recovery are required. In this paper, we propose an MPLS
LSP rerouting technique suitable for handling mobility in dy-
namic networks. The signaling protocol recovers from node
and link failures reactively, and takes a local approach to LSP
reestablishment. Target applications include networks with
multihop ad-hoc wireless segments. Considering this, we
also evaluate how our protocol can leverage ad-hoc routing
protocols in dynamic network environments.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 gives an overview of existing MPLS recovery tech-
niques. In Section 3, we introduce our Flexible MPLS Signal-
ing (FMS) protocol. The performance comparison of FMS
and two possible alternate recovery techniques is presented
in Section 4. In Section 5, the behavior of FMS under differ-
ent routing protocols is studied. Section 6 summarizes rele-
vant network statistics impacting the performance of FMS.
In Section 7, we conclude the paper.

2 Related work

The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has developed
a framework for MPLS recovery [12], which defines two
basic models for MPLS path recovery: Protection Switch-
ing and Rerouting. Recovery by these methods is classified
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based on the timing of the alternate path calculation and al-
ternate path resource allocation. In protection switching or
proactive recovery, the recovery Label Switched Path (LSP)
is pre-established (both pre-calculated and pre reserved) be-
fore the occurrence of the fault. Rerouting on the other hand
employs an on-demand or reactive approach to recovery LSP
establishment (on-demand path calculation and on-demand
resource allocation). Hence, there is a recovery time ver-
sus resource utilization tradeoff between the two approaches
in handling failures. Sometimes, the proactive and reactive
approaches may converge to an intermediate solution. In
this case the path can be calculated before the failure (pre-
qualified) and the actual verification and reservation of the
path can happen after the failure.

Additionally, based on the scope of protection on the
working LSP, MPLS recovery can be further classified ac-
cording to the different recovery models described below:

2.1 Global repair

In the global or centralized repair model, the LSP is pro-
tected between the ingress and egress nodes by an end-to-
end alternate path. As the recovery is activated end-to-end
irrespective of where the failure occurs, this model is used to
protect the LSP against any link or node failure on the entire
path. In global repair, protection switching is preferred over
rerouting because the setup overhead and delay to calculate
the alternate path increases and may be prohibitive as the
length of the alternate recovery path sought increases. Most
commonly, global repair is activated at the ingress node. This
means that the failure notification has to be propagated to the
ingress node before a repair can be activated.

Two recovery schemes using protection switching with
global repair have been proposed in [13] by Haskin et al.
and in [14] by Huang et al. Haskin’s scheme uses a reverse
backup recovery technique. In this method, traffic is reversed
at the point of failure back to the ingress node. This traffic is
then redirected to an alternate LSP which is ready on standby
mode. Huang et al. uses a similar technique to the standard
global repair model with protection switching and ingress
notification.

Another global scheme based on the rerouting technique
is LSP Modification using CR-LDP [15]. This scheme can be
used to modify the parameters of an existing LSP (like band-
width, route etc.) without service disruption. Rerouting by
this procedure is implemented using a differential bandwidth
reservation approach in order to prevent double booking of
network resources. This scheme relies on the ingress node to
initiate the LSP modification signaling; hence this scheme is
also referred to as Ingress Based Rerouting (IBR). When a
link or node fails, the upstream node adjacent to it detects the
failure. This node then notifies the ingress node of the LSP
about the failure. As soon as the ingress node receives the

Fig. 1 LSP Modification using CR-LDP (IBR)- Global repair with
rerouting

notification message, it calculates a new path between itself
and the destination. The recovery LSP passing through the
newly calculated path is then setup using CR-LDP signaling
[9]. After the new LSP is setup, the resources that are no
longer used are released. Bandwidth is allocated in a differ-
ential manner, on all links which are common between the
old and new LSPs, to prevent bandwidth double booking. An
example failure scenario for IBR is shown in Fig. 1

In this example,

� The original working LSP is established using CR-LDP
signaling, from source LER1 to destination LER11 passing
through LSRs 3, 5, 7 and 9.

� In the event of a link failure between LSR5 and LSR7,
LSR5 detects the failure and notifies the ingress LER1
regarding the failure.

� LER1 calculates a new path to egress LER11 passing
through LSRs 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 9. A label request message
is injected through this new path.

� LER11 on receiving the label request message replies with
a label mapping message sent back in the reverse direc-
tion as the request message. This way the new recovery
LSP is established using conventional CR-LDP LSP setup
signaling.

� In this case, the link between LSR9 and LER11 is common
to the main and recovery LSP. As per this scheme, only
the differential bandwidth is reserved on this link during
the recovery LSP setup phase.

� LER1 also sends a release message to release unused band-
width on the old LSP. In this case bandwidth between links
LER1-LSR3 and LSR3-LSR5 are released.

Ingress Based Rerouting (IBR) protects the LSP from the
ingress to the egress. Hence the entire path has to be recal-
culated end-to-end after the failure. For mobile networks, a
local recovery scheme as opposed to an ingress based rerout-
ing scheme may be more suitable from a recovery time
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perspective. Also, the global protection switching mecha-
nisms under conditions of nodal mobility would warrant
maintenance of the pre-established backup paths. Hence they
may not be suitable from a signaling overhead perspective
in dynamic networks.

2.2 Local repair

In the local or distributed repair model, protection is provided
against a single link or node failure. In this method traffic is
redirected around the point of failure. This model is usually
used with rerouting from a resource efficiency standpoint.
Local repair offers transparency to the ingress node and faster
restoration times than the global mechanisms.

In [16] Yoon et al. have proposed an efficient local LSP
recovery mechanism. In this scheme, multiple backup LSP’s
are pre-qualified on a per link basis at the time of LSP setup.
An upstream LSR will update this pre-qualified backup path
to its downstream LSR whenever there is a change in the
network status. In the event of a link failure, the upstream
LSR that has detected the failure establishes a recovery path
by reserving bandwidth along the pre-qualified backup path.

However, this scheme does not cater to node failures
and hence cannot handle nodal mobility. Additionally, this
scheme will require heavy overheads, in maintaining sev-
eral pre-qualified paths for each LSP in dynamic network
environments.

2.3 Segment based repair

The segment based model is an intermediate model between
local and global repair. In this method, the working path
is divided into many segments. Each segment is then pro-
tected individually and will have a corresponding alternate
recovery path. The protection on segments can be shared be-
tween multiple LSPs giving rise to more efficient resource
utilization.

One segment protection switching scheme based on CR-
LDP is presented in Fast Reroute extensions of CR-LDP
(FR) [17]. FR maintains pre-computed and pre-allocated
backup LSP tunnels for LSPs established by CR-LDP. Sev-
eral backup segments may be maintained for a single LSP
and they provide link and node failure protection along var-
ious segments of the LSP. When a link or node fails, the
node adjacent to it detects the failure. The node detecting the
failure informs the nearest upstream Path Switch LSR (PSL)
about the failure, which in turn switches traffic onto a backup
LSP segment. This backup LSP segment is path disjoint from
the main LSP segment it protects, and is pre-established and
ready in standby mode. It rejoins the working LSP at the
Point Merge LSR (PML). An example failure scenario for
FR is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Fast reroute extensions of CR-LDP (FR)

In this example,

� The original working LSP is established using CR-LDP
signaling, from Source LER1 to destination LER12 pass-
ing through LSRs 3, 5, 8 and 10.

� Two backup LSP segments are also established using CR-
LDP to protect segments from LER1–LSR8 and LSR5
to LER12 respectively. LER1 and LSR8 are the PSL and
PML, respectively for the first segment. Similarly LSR5
and LER12 are the PSL and PML, respectively for the
second segment.

� In case of a link failure between LSR10 and LER12,
LSR10 detects the failure and notifies PSL LSR5 regarding
the failure.

� LSR 5 switches the traffic to the backup segment consisting
of LSR7-LSR9-LSR11.

� The backup LSP segment rejoins the original working LSP
at LER11 which is the PML.

In the possible implementation of FR in mobile networks,
along with the original paths, the backup paths would also re-
quire maintenance. Furthermore, in mobile environments, all
segments of an LSP are subject to mobility. Hence, protection
of multiple segments of an LSP increases the vulnerability
of the LSPs since the starting point of the backup segments
may lose communications with the main LSP. Therefore, FR
must protect the entire segment starting at the ingress and
ending at the destination. From this perspective, the perfor-
mance of a practical implementation of the FR scheme under
conditions of mobility will be similar to the global schemes
with protection switching discussed previously.

3 Introduction and description of flexible MPLS
signaling (FMS)

As presented above, the existing LSP recovery schemes dis-
cussed, were not intended for use in mobile networks. To
the best of our knowledge, no LSP rerouting technique for
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mobile networks has been proposed in literature. In this pa-
per, we propose a novel Flexible MPLS Signaling (FMS)
protocol for mobile networks. FMS recovers from a fault by
linking the upstream and downstream nodes around the point
of failure. The fault detection takes place at the router imme-
diately downstream to the failure. The LSR detecting failure
initiates the recovery and tries to establish an alternative path
with the immediate upstream neighbor of the node of failure.
This LSR is known as the Initiator of Recovery (IOR). The
alternate path is established hop-by-hop using the underly-
ing routing mechanism. The label distribution to establish the
recovery path uses downstream unsolicited mode [1]. Using
this technique, the recovery can start as soon as the signaling
message reaches the upstream LSR. In general, this can take
place without the intervention of the ingress or egress node
unless the end nodes are part of the alternate recovery path.
At the targeted upstream LSR, the recovery path merges with
the original LSP. Hence, this LSR is referred to as the merge
point (MP) of recovery. The bandwidth is released on the
unused portions of the old path, ensuring that the network
resources are utilized optimally.

Salient properties of FMS are summarized as follows:

� The recovery scheme is reactive in nature. i.e., it does
not rely on any pre-computation or pre-reservation of re-
sources. Instead it establishes the recovery path on demand
after the failure has been detected, and can therefore cater
to mobile environments.

� The proposed protocol addresses both node and link fail-
ures.

� The traffic can be diverted on to the new path as soon as
the signaling message reaches the merge point MP.

� The scheme aims to release resources in unused portions
of the original LSP.

We propose to employ FMS in a single-domain multi-hop
wireless network environment. Each of the individual mobile
nodes are MPLS enabled Label Switched Routers (LSRs).
The mobile nodes communicate with neighboring nodes that
lie within their transmission radii. Additionally, we assume
the existence of an underlying routing protocol. This higher
layer routing protocol is responsible for re-computing rout-
ing tables whenever there is a topology change in the net-
work. The topology change can be caused by node mobility
or node and link failures. Only bandwidth constraint pa-
rameters are considered in FMS. FMS is composed of the
following phases:

3.1 LSP setup phase

Consider a connection that is established from source S to
destination D with a bandwidth requirement of Bw. Let
there be a shortest path between S and D passing through
the LSRs {N1, N2, N3, N4, N5}, which satisfies the band-

Fig. 3 LSP setup

width requirement Bw of the connection. An LSP is ex-
plicitly established from S to D passing through the nodes
{S, N1, N2, N3, N4, N5, D} as shown in Fig. 3.

This LSP is uniquely identified in the MPLS domain
by an LSP identifier LSPi . LSPi setup follows the basic
CR-LDP setup procedure. Additionally, information per-
taining to the LSP required for local recovery is stored
in the LSRs along the LSP. Traces of the explicit route
record {S, N1, N2, N3, N4, N5, D} along with the constraint
parameter Bw and LSP identifier LSPi are stored in each
LSR on LSPi .

3.2 Failure detection phase

Failures are detected at the node downstream to the failure.
The failures can be detected through a timeout mechanism
or based on feedback from the lower layers. FMS does not
differentiate between node and link failures. This reduces the
protocol overhead required to distinguish between these two
possibilities. Link failures are also treated as the failure of
the upstream node. For example, let there be a node failure
in LSR N f or a link failure between N f and N f +1. In both
these cases, N f +1 detects the failure and initiates the recovery
signaling. Hence, N f +1 assumes the role of the Initiator of
Recovery (IOR).

3.3 Failure recovery phase

The IOR N f +1 attempts to establish a link with the upstream
router N f −1 around the failure. At LSR N f −1, the recovery
path joins the original LSP. Hence, LSR N f −1 is called the
Merge Point of Recovery (MP). In the special case where the
link between S and N1 goes down, the ingress itself becomes
the MP. IOR sends a Recovery LSP Setup message (RLS)
directed towards the MP. The fields of the RLS message are
described as follows:

1. Recovery flag: A bit denoting whether or not the recovery
mode is active.
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2. Destination flag: A bit denoting whether or not the RLS
message is triggered by a destination movement.

3. Merge point: A value containing the IP address of the MP.
This address is obtained from the explicit route record.

4. LSP ID: A value containing LSP ID of the path to be
recovered.

5. Route record: The list of the nodes contained in the orig-
inal LSP.

6. Label mapping message: An unsolicited label-mapping
message [18] containing the label bindings for the recov-
ery path.

The RLS message travels hop by hop towards MP, aided
by the underlying routing mechanism. During this phase,
there is an interaction between the network and MPLS
layers at every hop. The network layer is responsible for
obtaining the forwarding address of the next hop towards
MP. The MPLS layer is responsible for the constraint-based
establishment of the next hop. We assume that the original
explicit LSP is also created using a shortest path routing
algorithm. When a node Nr receives the RLS message, it
becomes aware that it is to accept labels in the unsolicited
mode. Consequently Nr performs the following set of
functions:

1. Nr accepts the label contained in the RLS message, stores
the value of the label and binds it with LSPi

2. Nr updates the route record by inserting itself into the
appropriate location in the route record if Nr �∈ LSPi

3. If Nr �∈ LSPi

(a) Try to establish an equal resource path to the next hop
satisfying bandwidth constraint parameter Bw

(b) If Bw is not available, renegotiate another parameter
B ′

w < Bw

(c) If Bw is allocated, send updated RLS message to next
hop, the new Nr

(d) Otherwise, send failure notification to IOR to abort
recovery.

4. If Nr ∈ LSPi , & r > f + 1, i.e., if Nr lies downstream
of the IOR, there is a potential for double bandwidth
allocation after recovery phase. In this case, Nr releases
the bandwidth between itself and Nr−1

5. If Nr ∈ LSPi , & r < f − 1, i.e. Nr lies upstream of MP

(a) If recovery flag is set, i.e., if Nr is the first node on
the original LSPi upstream to the failure receiving the
RLS message
(i) Replace binding with new LSP binding

(ii) Reset recovery flag
(iii) Send the RLS message to Nr+1

(iv) Release the Bandwidth allocation between Nr and
Nr+1

Fig. 4 Failure recovery phase

(b) If recovery flag is not set, i.e., Nr is on the unused part of
the LSPi upstream to the failure.
(i) Remove label bindings with LSPi

(ii) Send the RLS message to Nr+1

(iii) Release the Bandwidth allocation between Nr and
Nr+1

6. If Nr = MP, Recovery flag is set
(a) Replace binding with new LSP binding
(b) If N f is down, terminate
(c) If N f is up, release the bandwidth allocation between

MP and N f , send RLS to N f . At N f remove bindings
and terminate.

7. If Nr = MP, Recovery flag was reset
(a) If N f is down, remove bindings and terminate
(b) If N f is up, release the bandwidth allocation be-

tween MP and N f , remove bindings from cross-
connect tables and send RLS to N f . At N f remove
bindings and terminate.

In Fig. 4, a sample failure scenario is depicted. Upon
failure of the link between N3 and N4 as shown in Fig. 4(a)
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Fig. 5 LSP refresh phase

or the node N3 as shown in Fig. 4(b), N4 assumes the role
of the IOR. It sends an RLS message to Nx on the shortest
path to MP = N2. The message traverses Nx and Ny and is
finally received by N2. As soon as the label binding in N2 is
done, the traffic can be diverted to the new path. After that,
N2 proceeds with the release of the bandwidth between N2

and N3.

3.4 Ingress coordination and LSP refresh phase

The MP creates an Update Notification Message (UNM) with
the updated route record and constraint parameter values. MP
sends UNM to the ingress node S. Upon receiving UNM, the
ingress node S sends an LSP Parameter Refresh Message
(PRM) across the new path. LSRs receiving the PRM update
their route record trace and B ′

w value. An example ingress
coordination and LSP refresh phase is depicted in Fig. 5.
The UNM is sent by N2 to S (dotted hops). After that, S
triggers the LSP refresh process sending PRM to N1. This
message is forwarded to N2, Ny , Nx , N4, N5 and D. These
nodes refresh the LSP traces of LSPi and adjust the new
bandwidth allocations.

3.5 Recovery abort phase

If a suitable path to the merge point can not be found, a
failure notification message is sent to the IOR. The IOR will
then send a release message to release up any bandwidth that
may have been reserved in the attempt to establish a recovery
path to the MP. In the example Fig. 5, assume that bandwidth
negotiations have failed between Ny and N2. Considering
that the recovery path setup was unsuccessful and aborts at
LSR Ny , the IOR releases bandwidth in links between Ny

and Nx and between Nx and IOR. IOR then sends a failure
notification for LSPi to ingress S through another path in the
network. S then makes an attempt to modify the entire LSP
using CR-LDP LSP modifications [15].

Fig. 6 Bandwidth release example

3.6 Special cases

Example of bandwidth release

One of the highlights of the protocol is its ability to free up
bandwidth to avoid potential double allocation of resources
after the recovery phase. Here, we present an example to
illustrate the bandwidth release mechanism in further detail.
In the example shown in Fig. 6, link between N3 and N4 is
down. Hence, N3 is the node of failure. N4, the node detecting
the failure assumes the role of IOR and selects N2 as MP. As
illustrated in the Figure, the recovery LSP overlaps with the
original LSP on links between the IOR and N5 downstream
to the fault, and between N1 and MP upstream to the fault.
For this scenario, N5 will release bandwidth between itself
and IOR and N1 will release bandwidth between N1 and MP
during the Recovery LSP path setup.

Movement of the source node

In case there is a movement of the ingress LER itself as shown
in Fig. 7, a new LSP establishment is initiated following a
similar procedure to the LSP setup phase. However, the setup
message will contain the old LSP ID. This would trigger
a bandwidth release phase on the old path as soon as the
destination D receives the LSP setup request message.

Movement of the destination node

In case the egress LER moves, one of two things may happen.
If the new neighbor of D is part of the original LSP, the egress
sends an RLS message to its neighbor as the MP. Standard
neighbor discovery techniques employed in the MAC layer
can be used to sense the presence of neighbors. Such systems
use beacon messages to transmit information pertaining to
neighbor discovery. One such technique is discussed in [19].
The beacon messages can be modified to include the node
ID of the neighbor. The augmented beacon is then co-related
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Fig. 7 Source node movement example

with the source route database information to take a local
decision on how to forward the RLS message. For example,
in case there are more than one neighbors who are part of
the original LSP, the egress will choose the nearest neighbor
to the source as the MP. It will obtain the neighbor node ID
from the beacon messages and compare that to the source
route database for that LSP.

Alternatively, if a new neighbor is not part of the origi-
nal route, D will initiate an RLS message with MP = the
ingress LSR S. In both cases, as the RLS message will show
the destination flag to be set, the MP will initiate bandwidth
release on the old LSP in the downstream direction. Fig-
ure 8(a) depicts the case where the LSP moves to a neighbor
which is part of the original LSP. Figure 8(b) shows the sec-
ond case where the destination selects the source itself as
the MP.

4 Performance comparison of FMS and alternative
protocols

In this section, the performance evaluation of the proposed
FMS algorithm is presented. The performance of the new
FMS algorithm has been compared with the performance of
existing Ingress Based LSP Rerouting (IBR) [15] and Fast
Reroute (FR) [17] algorithms via simulations.

Simulation environment

An event based simulator was built in VC++ to implement
the FMS protocol along with competitor protocols IBR and
FR. The Custom Built Network Simulator (CBNS) was built
in order to implement the various recovery schemes.

The CBNS was built using VC++ in the windows envi-
ronment. It is a discrete event simulator. Following modules
were implemented and are briefly described below:

Fig. 8 Destination node movement example

� Network topology module: This module was responsible
for the creation of the initial network topology, nodes,
neighbor lists, and links. In case of changes in the network,
the network topology and associated entities were updated
to reflect changes in the network state.

� LSP traffic module: An LSP creation (traffic injection) and
tear down mechanism was implemented in this module.

� Mobility module: This module handled the nodal mobility
based on the random walk mobility model [20].

� FMS/IBR/FR module: The FMS/IBR/FR modules were
implemented in this module. This core module implements
the recovery protocol and in turn calls the Bellman Ford
Shortest Path algorithm in order to establish the recovery
path.

� Routing module: The routing protocols are implemented
in this module.

� Event sequencer : This module is responsible for sequenc-
ing events in the simulator.
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Table 1 Simulation parameters
Node density Area Transmission

Type Number of nodes (Nodes/m2) (m2) radius (m)

Denser 150 .00060 500 × 500 90
Dense 150 .00042 600 × 600 90
Coarse 150 .00031 700 × 700 90

Simulation experiments

The main experiments which were conducted for the purpose
of this evaluation:

� Experiment I: We compare the difference between the
shortest paths after failure compared to the paths set up by
each rerouting technique.

� Experiment II: We measure the time between occurrence
of failure and instance of traffic resumption and observe
the response time for each technique.

� Experiment III: We measure and compare the total
rerouting overhead for each technique.

� Experiment IV: We measure the total number of packets
arriving out of sequence for each rerouting scheme.

� Experiment V: We compare the failure ratio of rerouting
for each technique.

� Experiment VI: We estimate the additional database re-
quirements on the mobile nodes, needed to perform local
recovery.

Experiments were performed on random network topolo-
gies with specific size, area and node density parameters as
presented in Table 1. For each topology generated, we ran-
domly distribute 150 mobile nodes over three different areas
creating three different node densities.

We assume that communication between a mobile node
and its neighbor nodes takes place within a fixed transmission
range, which is chosen as 90 m. LSPs are established between
randomly selected source-destination pairs in the network.

Initial LSP path setup follows minimum hop paths
between the source and destination, calculated using
Bellman Ford shortest path algorithm [21]. A random walk
mobility model [20] is used to simulate node mobility.
Mobility events are injected randomly within the simulation
interval. The mobility of a node may cause it to move out of
the communication range of its neighbors, which will cause
a link failure. A neighbor discovery technique employed at
the MAC layer can be used to detect the failure and provide
feedback to the upper layers. All LSPs that pass through
a failing link must be rerouted. Readings pertaining to the
original LSP and the modified LSP after rerouting are noted
for each rerouting event. All data points presented in this
section reflect the average of 1000 independent simulation
runs.
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Fig. 9 Path optimality under different node densities

4.1 Path optimality

We define an optimal path as a path that has the mini-
mum number of hops between a given source-destination
pair. Based on this definition, the recovery LSP created af-
ter rerouting by various algorithms may be sub-optimal. In
this experiment, we measure the length of the recovery LSPs
after rerouting for each technique. We also show the devi-
ation of the recovery LSPs established for each rerouting
technique from minimum hop paths. For this purpose, data
pertaining to the length of the LSP was collected before and
after a rerouting event for each of the schemes under three
node densities. While the IBR scheme selects the minimum
hop path in the network at the time of rerouting, recovery
paths produced by FMS and FR are potentially suboptimal.

Figure 9 depicts the length of LSPs after rerouting for
each rerouting technique. The recovery LSP established by
IBR is the same as the shortest path in the network. The FR
recovery LSPs are longest and farthest away from optimal
paths. This is because, there is a higher probability that the
shortest link-disjoint LSP, which is used by FR, is much
longer than the original LSP. The length of the recovery
LSP in the case of FMS lies between these two techniques.
The decrease in network density has the effect of increasing
the length of the rerouted LSP for all three schemes. This
increase is caused by the lack of short alternative paths in
sparsely populated networks.
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4.2 Response time

The response time is measured between the instant of fail-
ure and the instant when traffic can resume on the rerouted
LSP. The total response time (Tr ) until traffic can resume is
calculated as Tr = Td + Tn + Ts , where

� Td (Detection time): The time taken to detect failure.
� Tn (Notification time): The time to notify the failure pro-

cessing node about the failure
� Ts (Switch over time): The time taken to switch to the new

LSP.

In the following simulations, failure detection time Td is not
considered as it adds the same offset to the total response
time for all three algorithms. Additionally, the path calcula-
tion times accounted for in this analysis, assumes DSR as
the underlying routing protocol. Figure 10 depicts measured
response time for varying LSP lengths. For FMS, the pro-
cessing node (IOR) and the node detecting the failure are
the same, resulting in short notification time Tn indepen-
dent of the LSP length. Also, since FMS uses unsolicited
label distribution mode to setup the recovery LSP between
the IOR and MP, the switch over time Ts is also greatly
reduced. For all original LSP lengths considered, response
time of FMS is significantly shorter than IBR. This can be
attributed to FMS employing intermediate node recovery
approach as opposed to IBR, which relies on the ingress to
initiate and coordinate LSP modification signaling. Further-
more, IBR scheme uses conventional CR-LDP signaling to
reestablish the recovery path starting over from the ingress,
which increases the response time. Response time of FR
is shorter than FMS because it employs pre-established re-
covery LSPs, enabling negligible switch-over time Ts as no
path calculation is involved after recovery. However, the fast
response time of FR comes at the cost of valuable band-
width resources needed to establish and maintain a backup
LSP for each LSP in the network, as will be presented in
Section 4.3.

As the original LSP length increases, the position of the
node of failure in the LSP can potentially be further away
from the ingress, increasing the average notification time
for FR. Hence, overall response time of FR increases with
the increase in original LSP length. On the other hand, for
a given density, response time of FMS is fairly constant.
The switch-over under FMS happens when the notification
packet is received by MP. This time period is independent
of the original LSP length. Also, response times of FMS
and IBR decrease with increasing node density. On the other
hand, FR response time is fairly constant for different node
densities because the response time under FR is mainly made
up of the notification component Tn and is independent of
the node density.
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Fig. 10 Rerouting response time under different node densities

4.3 Protocol overhead

The total protocol overhead for the signaling is measured in
this experiment for each rerouting technique for the three
node densities. The overhead is expressed as the number of
control packets exchanged during the entire signaling pro-
cess. The total signaling overhead (Os) is expressed as
Os = On + Ors + Orm + Orl + Orf , where

� On (Notification overhead): The overhead required to no-
tify a particular node in the network regarding the failure.

� Ors (Recovery LSP setup overhead): The overhead re-
quired to setup the new LSP.

� Orm (Recovery LSP maintenance overhead): The overhead
required to maintain the new LSP, if required.

� Orl (Original LSP release overhead): The overhead re-
quired to release unused bandwidth on the old LSP.

� Orf (Recovery LSP refresh overhead): The overhead re-
quired to refresh the new LSP.

The signaling overhead of all three schemes is depicted
in Fig. 11. Signaling overhead of FMS is found to be ex-
tremely competitive of all three rerouting techniques. FMS
has a very small notification overhead since the recovery is
started by the immediate neighbor of the point of failure.
The notification in FR and IBR is sent to the ingress node.
Hence, the notification overhead is comparable between the
two, but always larger than FMS. The IBR and FR LSP setup
overhead is higher than FMS since the entire recovery LSP
is signaled from source to destination and back. In FMS, the
recovery LSP setup overhead is restricted to a portion of the
LSP between IOR and MP. This explains the steeper rise in
the IBR and FR overhead when compared to FMS. The path
maintenance overhead Orm is present only in the FR scheme
and is mobility dependent. Orm can be prohibitively high un-
der high mobility conditions since the backup LSP is subject
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to multiple refreshes due to mobility before the main LSP
warrants rerouting. The release overhead Orl under FMS is
limited to releasing bandwidth on portions common with the
original LSP. Orl for IBR consists of releasing the old LSP
after setup of the new LSP. Orl is again very large for FR due
to multiple reroutes on the backup LSP, each associated with
the requirement of bandwidth release. The refresh overhead
Orf for FMS is required to update parameters in the new
LSP regarding the new route and bandwidth parameter. In
the case of FR and IBR, the refresh takes place in the LSP
setup phase itself. Hence, there is no additional refresh over-
head component. When all overhead components are taken
into consideration FR has the highest overhead, followed by
IBR. Our proposed FMS technique has the lowest overhead
as shown in Fig. 11.

Figure 12 shows the cumulative signaling overhead taken
over the lifetime of an LSP of length 5 for different mobility
rates (low-0.12 m/s, medium 0.23 m/s, high-1.04 m/s). The
cumulative protocol overhead increases over the lifetime of
the LSP because the number of rerouting events for the LSP
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Fig. 11 Signaling overhead of rerouting

Fig. 12 Cumulative signaling overhead

increases over time. An increase in mobility rate increases
the frequency of rerouting events. Hence, as the mobility
rate increases, so does the total protocol overhead for all
three schemes. Note that, in the case of FR, the average
overhead of a single reroute event increases faster with the
mobility since higher mobility rates increase refresh require-
ments on the backup LSPs. FMS has the lowest overhead
performance along both mobility and LSP lifetime axes be-
cause of its low average overhead performance per reroute
event.

4.4 Packets arriving out of sequence

During the recovery LSP establishment phase, there is a
buildup of packets in the buffer of each of the intermediate
routers and there are packets in transit in the failed segment
of the original LSP. The objective of any good rerouting
scheme would be to recover all such packets. Hence,
following recovery LSP establishment, all such packets are
diverted to the MP in case of FMS and to the ingress in case
of IBR and FR from where they are redirected to the desti-
nation node via the new recovery LSP. Consequently, these
recovered packets arrive at the destination, out of sequence.
In this experiment we measure the extent of such packets and
compare the three schemes again under the three specified
densities.

The packets arriving out of sequence Pos is given by,

Pos = Pt + Pb

Where,

� Pt (Packets in transit): The number of packets in transit in
the original LSP, during the recovery phase. Pt is calculated
as the product of the response time and transmission data
rate.

� Pb (Packets in buffer): The number of residual packets
stored in buffers in the intermediate nodes of the failed
segment of the original LSP. Pb is the sum of the aver-
age number of queued packets in each of the intermediate
nodes. Packets stored in the buffers of all nodes between
the point of diversion and point of failure are rerouted.

For the purpose of this experiment three loads were con-
sidered (light 200 Kbits/sec, Medium-5.5 Mbits/sec, Heavy-
10 Mbits/sec). It is assumed that the packet lengths are dis-
tributed with a mean of 1000 bytes. M/M/1 queueing model
[21] is used in the analysis to calculate the average number
of packets in buffer.

The average number of packets in queue at each node NQ

is calculated as,

NQ = p2/(1 − p)
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Fig. 13 Packets out of sequence

Where,

� p (Utilization factor of the queuing system): Utilization
factor is a ratio of the arrival rate (lambda) and service rate
(mu).

The transmission capacity is assumed to be 11 Mbits/sec.
Figure 13 shows the measured out of sequence packets,

each subplot representing the metric for each of the three
different loads. Within each subplot, the number of packets
is plotted as a function of the original LSP length for the
three schemes under the three densities. For the light load,
the average buffer size is very small, hence the Pt component
is negligible and the packets in transit (Pt ) dominate the
curve characteristics. For medium and high loads the Pb

component is more pronounced. Since IBR has a very large
response time it has the highest number of out of sequence
packets for all three loads and all densities. FR has a low
response time but for medium and high loads the overall
Pos is greater than that for FMS. This can be attributed to
the second component, namely Pb. Under medium and high
loads the average buffer sizes are significantly large. Further
in the case of FR and IBR, the number of nodes from which
the residual packets are to be extracted are more. This is
because the failure segment from which packets are to be
redirected starts from the node of failure right up to the node
downstream to the ingress. In FMS this segment starts from
the node of failure to the node downstream to the MP. Thus
the larger Pb component increases the Pos difference between
IBR and FMS further, and also keeps the overall FR curve
above FMS for medium and high loads.

Within each subplot the rise in the Pos curves with de-
creasing density is attributed to the increase in the response
times due to larger recovery LSP lengths. Also between each
subplot it can be observed that there is an increase in the
corresponding Pos curves with the increase in load, for all
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Fig. 14 Failure ratio

schemes. Further, the spread between the various density
lines for each scheme increases with the increasing load.
This is because of larger buffer sizes and delays with in-
creasing loads.

4.5 Failure in rerouting

In this experiment, the failure ratio of rerouting is measured.
The failure ratio is defined as the ratio of the number of un-
successful reroute attempts by the total number of rerouting
attempts. Expressed Mathematically,

F = Rerouting failures / Total reroute attempts

A failure in rerouting occurs when the rerouting path can-
not be established because of unavailability of alternate paths
between the target source and destination of the recovery
LSP. FMS is said to fail when there is no alternate path be-
tween IOR and MP. Similarly IBR fails when there is no
alternate path between the source and destination. FR failure
is caused by the absence of an alternate disjoint path between
the source and destination.

Figure 14 depicts the failure ratio for each of the three
schemes under the three densities. The failure ratio of FR is
the highest of all the three schemes. The failure ratio of FMS
and IBR is identical and is much less than the FR failure ratio.
The reason for FRs high failure ratio is due to the additional
constraint that the alternate recovery path needs to be link
disjoint to the original LSP. This constraint makes finding
alternate paths more difficult. The IBR and FMS ratio is
comparable for the case were there is a single failure per LSP.
In such a case, a path available between IOR and MP implies
the availability of a path between source and destination, and
visa-versa. Hence, in Fig. 14 the failure ratio curves of IBR
and FMS coincide with each other. Consequently the FMS
curves cannot be seen in the figure. As the node densities
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Fig. 15 Additional database requirements for FMS

decrease the failure ratio increases for all three cases. This is
due to the general increase in the scarcity of alternate paths
as the network becomes coarser. Note the steep increase
in the failure ratio for the FR coarse curve, due to the low
availability of alternate disjoint paths. It can also be observed
that for a given density, while the FR curves show an increase
in failure ratio with the increase in original LSP length, the
FMS and IBR curves are fairly independent of the increase
in original LSP length. This is because, in a single failure
per LSP scenario, the ability to find a path between the IOR
and MP under a local recovery technique is independent
of the path length of the original LSP. Failure ratio for the
denser node density was found to be very small and hence is
excluded from the analysis.

4.6 Additional database requirements

The additional database storage requirements in the case of
FMS stems from the requirement of storing the explicit route
at each of the nodes that form part of an LSP. The storage
demanded by FMS is a function of the number of active
LSPs in the network and the length of each LSP. In this
experiment we estimate the database storage requirements
by randomly running 10,000 LSP setup/recovery operations
for the 3 network configurations and estimating the average
LSP length for each case. The database requirements are
then plotted as a function of the active LSPs in the network
as shown in Fig. 15.

In denser networks the average LSP length is shorter
requiring less storage overhead. As the density decreases
the LSP lengths increases, thus increasing the overhead
to store the explicit route information on the intermediate
mobile nodes. The overhead increases linearly with the in-
crease in the number of active LSPs for all three network
densities.

5 Performance analysis of FMS under different routing
protocols

As mentioned previously, there is an interaction between the
routing protocol and FMS as the recovery message travels
hop-by-hop towards the MP. This indicates that the rerouting
performance of FMS will depend on the underlying routing
protocol. For example the rerouting time for FMS is tied to
the routing protocol timing mechanisms such as timeout han-
dling etc. The use of FMS is envisaged for mobile networks.
In this section we investigate the performance of FMS rerout-
ing under different ad-hoc routing protocols. For the purpose
of this study, a traditional table driven routing protocol Dis-
tributed Bellman Ford (DBF) and two on-demand protocols
Ad-hoc On demand Distance Vector routing (AODV) [22]
and Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [7] were selected.

A network size of 150 nodes in a 500 × 500 m area was
used for the simulation. A radio propagation range of 90 m
was used in the simulations. Mobility events were randomly
injected into the simulation environment to generate link fail-
ures. The 802.11 [23] was used as the Medium Access Layer
protocol (MAC). Constant Bit Rate (CBR) sources were used
to generate traffic in the network. For each simulation run
on random topologies, the same configuration was applied
to different routing protocols and the desired timing mea-
surements were made. The graphs in the following section
reflect the average of 1000 independent runs with different
random seeds.

5.1 Route acquisition times for different routing protocols

We measured the route acquisition times for the different
protocols for different route lengths. This metric gives an
indication of how efficiently a new route can be discovered
in the network by the routing protocol. Different flows of
various lengths were setup and the time for the route to be
discovered was measured. For the on-demand protocols, in
the absence of any previous route information, it is the time
required for the Route Request (RREQ) to be sent and the
Route Reply (RREP) with route information to be received.
We time stamp the sending and reception of these messages
to measure the difference to give the time required for route
discovery. For the table based protocols it is the time required
for the nodes to exchange table information and converge on
the network topology. This time is measured by sending a
continuous stream of packets and noting the time it takes for
the first packet to arrive at the receiver node.

Route acquisition times are shown for different protocols
in Fig. 16. Initial route acquisition is expected to be higher for
table routing protocols, as the protocol, in its startup phase,
takes time to exchange update messages and converge on the
network state. For the same hop length, the DBF protocol
takes more time to discover a route when compared to DSR.
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Fig. 16 Route acquisition time for different ad-hoc routing protocols

However DBF route discovery is faster than the AODV route
discovery because AODV uses a technique of expanded ring
search for the purpose of reducing protocol message ex-
changes. In an expanding ring search, the originating node
initially uses a TTL = TTL START in the RREQ packet
IP header. If the RREQ times out without a corresponding
RREP, the originator broadcasts the RREQ again with the
TTL incremented by TTL INCREMENT which enables the
RREQ to travel further. At each intermediate node receiv-
ing the RREQ message the TTL is decremented by one.
An intermediate node will only re-broadcast the RREQ if
the TTL in the IP header ≥1. In the simulations the default
parameters for AODV were used, TTL START = 1 , TTL
INCREMENT = 2. This explains the jump in the AODV
curve as the recovery LSP length transitions from 3, 5 and
7. For these cases RREQ wasn’t able to propagate to the
destination at the first attempt and multiple retransmissions
were necessary.

5.2 FMS rerouting time under different routing protocols

In the next experiment, we mimic the behavior of the FMS
rerouting for various routing protocols and measure the time
taken for rerouting subsequent to a mobility induced failure.
For each flow created, mobility events are injected leading
to link failures. The link failure is detected by the 802.11
MAC, which in turn informs the network layer. A packet is
then initiated from IOR and the time it takes to reach the MP
is noted for different routing protocols for varying lengths
between IOR and MP. For DSR and AODV it is the time
taken for a route to be discovered on demand between IOR
and MP, followed by the time taken for the Recovery LSP
Setup message (RLS) to reach the MP. As the DSR route
acquisition is faster than the AODV route acquisition based
on expanded ring search, FMS with DSR results in the lowest
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Fig. 17 FMS rerouting time under different ad-hoc routing protocols

rerouting time as shown in Fig. 17. The DBF routing time
is very high in the order of 120 secs for all recovery LSP
lengths and hence excluded from the graph. The reason for
such a large delay is because of the way DBF handles link
failures. According to the DBF protocol functioning, when
a node does not receive periodic update messages from its
neighbors, it treats it as a link failure. However it initiates
event based updates only after the periodic updates are not
received for six consecutive times. This delay dominates
the rerouting time and is the reason why the time is fairly
constant for all lengths of recovery LSP. Based on the results
obtained it can be concluded that the on-demand routing
protocols DSR and AODV are more suitable for FMS from
a rerouting time perspective.

5.3 FMS induced routing protocol control overhead

The following experiment measures the total routing proto-
col control packets which are induced by FMS during the
rerouting phase. For the on-demand protocols AODV and
DSR, the control packets at a node are the RREP and RREQ
messages sent by that node for route discovery between the
IOR and MP. The total control packets are the sum of the
control packets at all nodes network-wide. For DBF, we mea-
sure the periodic and trigger based updates at each node. The
total control packets is again the sum of the control packets
of all the nodes.

Figure 18 shows the total control packets as a function of
the recovery LSP length. AODV has a lower control packet
overhead than DSR for lower recovery LSP lengths. This
is because the AODV expanding ring search prevents the
route discovery messages to propagate the entire network.
After hop-length = 7 the expanding ring search mecha-
nism is disabled (TTL THRESHOLD = 7 for the simu-
lation). This explains the sudden increase in the control
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Fig. 18 FMS induced control packets for different ad-hoc routing pro-
tocols

packets for recovery LSP lengths greater than 7. In DSR,
the overhead is fairly constant over all recovery LSP lengths.
This is because the flooding of the route discovery packet
is controlled by a maximum search diameter, which is the
maximum number of hops the RREQ message is allowed
to propagate for route discovery. This prevents the route
discovery messages to propagate network wide and keeps
the control packets in check. The maximum search di-
ameter was chosen to be 12 hops for these simulations.
For DBF, periodic updates are exchanged at regular inter-
vals. Additionally, triggered updates are propagated network
wide. Hence for DBF control overhead is very large and is
found to be greater than 5000 packets for all recovery LSP
lengths.

6 Network statistics

In this section, we summarize relevant network statistics
from the simulation study. While the previous section fo-
cused on comparing FMS with incumbent protocols and
analyzing the performance of FMS under different routing
protocols, this section aims to statistically measure the fre-
quency of occurrence of network conditions that are best
suited for the FMS protocol in a practical scenario. Under
conditions where the recovery LSP length turn out to be
small, or when DSR route caching can be utilized, the FMS
rerouting performance is optimum.

6.1 FMS recovery LSP statistics

In this experiment we collect statistics on the length of the
FMS recovery LSP (the recovery patch between IOR and
MP). The objective is to estimate the frequency of recov-
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Fig. 19 Statistics from rerouting events

ery LSPs with smaller lengths. For this purpose, 1000 FMS
rerouting events were gathered for random topologies for
the three different densities and the length of the recovery
LSP was noted for each event. The experiment was repeated
100 times to get an unbiased sample space and the aver-
age frequency of each recovery LSP length was plotted for
each density as shown in Fig. 19. Recovery LSP lengths
below 5 hops occurred with frequency 85% in the case of
coarse and 95% in the case of the very dense networks.
Results indicate that the FMS recovery LSPs with shorter
lengths are in majority. Correlating this with the response
time graph of Fig. 17, it can be concluded that the recovery
LSP setup time will be in check for majority of the rerouting
events.

6.2 DSR route cache statistics

Results on rerouting time and routing protocol control over-
head suggest that DSR is a good protocol choice as the
underlying routing layer for FMS. Additional advantages of
FMS and DSR combination are described below. DSR is a
route caching protocol. It can potentially store more than
one route for any given source-destination pair, in case mul-
tiple alternate paths are available in the network for that pair.
Once a route is discovered by an RREQ-RREP sequence the
route is stored in the route cache database for a specific time
period or till the route is active. The data path that is selected
is the min delay path between source and destination deter-
mined by the first RREP that the source receives. However
the source may receive subsequent RREP messages each car-
rying a different route to the destination. The source can also
store such routes in the route cache. Partial route information
is also stored in the intermediate nodes. If a destination route
is already available in the route cache the route acquisition
phase can be bypassed. From an FMS rerouting perspective
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there could be instances where the alternate route between
the IOR and MP is already in the route cache of the IOR. For
all such cases the rerouting time will be greatly minimized.
Figure 20 shows the statistics of the active route cache entries
in the network for the dense network under different active
LSP loads of 15 and 5. As there are more active LSPs in the
network, there will be more route requests and consequently
greater path learning by nodes. Hence in the case where there
are 15 active LSPs in the network the route cache entries are
more than when there are only 5 active LSPs. Another notable
pattern is that the number of route cache entries is higher for
lower LSP lengths (2, 3 and 4 hops). This is because there is
a higher awareness of nearby routes. DSR also employs pas-
sive listening to discover routes in the near vicinity. Hence
the probability that FMS, with a high population of short
length recovery LSPs , finds a route cache entry is higher as
compared to IBR or FR with longer recovery LSP lengths.

Another advantage of using MPLS with DSR is to achieve
greater efficiency in source routing. In MPLS, once the ex-
plicit route is established, the source route is encoded in the
label itself. The source routes are only carried in the control
packets during LSP setup and maintenance phases. Hence
each data packet does not have to tag the entire source route
with it as in conventional DSR or IP source routing.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, a novel rerouting technique (FMS) for MPLS
based mobile networks is introduced. The proposed algo-
rithm takes a reactive approach to LSP recovery and com-
bines intermediate node rerouting with unsolicited label dis-
tribution to establish the recovery LSP. The performance of
the proposed scheme has been evaluated and compared with
two existing rerouting schemes, FR and IBR, via simula-

tions. FMS has been found to be very effective in mobile
environments with a low protocol overhead per rerouting
event, compared to existing rerouting schemes. Addition-
ally, the cumulative signaling overhead over the lifetime of
an LSP under different mobility conditions was found to be
significantly lower than that of existing recovery schemes.
The response time is also low as traffic can be diverted onto
recovery LSPs as soon as the signaling message reaches an
intermediate node MP, rather than the ingress node. Addi-
tionally, LSPs rerouted via FMS were found to be close to
the shortest paths available. Other parameters such as out of
sequence packets were also measured. The out of sequence
packets are found to be less in the case of FMS compared
to IBR and FR. This is a significant parameter for real time
applications were the ordering of the packets is crucial. The
paper also investigates actual rerouting time of FMS un-
der different ad-hoc routing protocols. It was found that the
timeout mechanisms play an important role in the end-to-end
rerouting time. Of all the routing protocols evaluated, FMS
combines specifically well with DSR in what can be termed
as a mutually symbiotic relationship. The end-to-end rerout-
ing delay was found to be least in the case were FMS uses
DSR as the underlying routing protocol. MPLS provides
DSR with an efficient source routing mechanism, wherein
the source route is encoded in the label itself. The DSR route
caching mechanism can also be leveraged by FMS to further
reduce the rerouting time. Network statistics collected from
FMS rerouting events indicate that the recovery LSP shorter
than 5 hops occur with a frequency of 85–95 percent for
the densities studied. This is an important result and directly
correlates to a lower average value of FMS rerouting time.
The FMS rerouting scheme is geared towards effectively and
efficiently addressing the problem of rerouting in dynamic
network environments.
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